Jeep grand cherokee stalling

Three problems related to engine stall have been reported for the Jeep Grand Cherokee. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Jeep Grand Cherokee based on all problems reported for the Grand
Cherokee. Fuel pump relay is susceptible to silicon contamination on the relay contacts which
can cause relay to fail. To date no repair is available per my calls to the fca recall assistance
center, reedman toll's auto world dealership where I purchased the Jeep. I have been driving the
car a limited amount due to the recall. I had to drive the car on the PA turnpike for a doctor's
appointment. I realized then how many people would die if my engine stalled, without warning,
while I was traveling at 65 mph. Surrounded by tractor trailers and cars. I have called Jeep
corporate telephone numbers and the switchboard refers me to the fca recall assistance or the
dealer. Reedman auto world stated they do not have a fix for the recall. Is Jeep not fixing this
recall because any deaths will be collateral damage? I would my vehicle fixed or a comparable
loaner car. If you are not the right place to contact please let me know who I should contact. I
think this is a life threatening issue. Intermittently, vehicle will take a long time to start using the
push-to-start button. This has been dangerous as the vehicle is moving pulling into traffic from
parking spot, city street when the engine stalls. Typically after the stall the vehicle will start
right up. Vehicle has had the tipm recall 15v performed. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee, I have
taken my car to the dealership twice now for the engine stalling as I climb a hill and for it kicking
into gear when sitting still with my foot still on the brake. The car jerks extremely hard to the
point where you think you have been hit by another car. It also does this when switching
between the first 3 gears. The first time I took it in, the dealership told me they had to adjust the
computer on the engine. This did not work as I am still experiencing the same issue. I also have
noticed a decrease in my mileage per gallon. I was getting 14 and am now getting 9 miles per
gallon. My outlet buttons are all sticking on my dashboard and are hard to the touch to turn on.
When trying to turn on one button, all buttons light up. Parking assistance, skid control, etc. My
headlights also would not turn on when driving. The only lights that worked were the high
beams. This has happened to me three times while driving. The dealership states that they can
not replicate the issue. Car Problems. Engine Stall problem 1. Engine Stall problem 2. Engine
Stall problem 3. Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine And Engine Cooling problems.
Car Stall problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve
problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems. Engine Clicking And Tapping Noises
problems. Engine Noise problems. Engine Overheat problems. Check Engine Light On
problems. Radiator problems. Jeep is one of those brands that has an unusually loyal following,
perhaps harkening back to its days as a military vehicle. But that doesn't mean everybody's
happy with their Jeep of the moment. For years, ConsumerAffairs has been on the receiving end
of complaints about stalling in various Jeep models, both high-speed stalling at freeway speeds
and the kind of low-speed stalls that are a fairly common affliction for gas-powered vehicles.
Consider Jaime of Long Branch, N. He bought a new Jeep Grand Cherokee in After about 76,
miles, the car began stalling at highway speeds, he said. The only way to get the engine started
again is to get off the road and shift into "Park," he said. Similar complaints have been rolling in
since at least , when Chrysler recalled 1. Way back then, owners of older Jeeps said they had
the same problem even though their trucks weren't included in the recall. In a smaller group of
Grand Cherokee and Commander models, the agency said the "front control module may have
been incorrectly manufactured. We are unaware of any stalling reports that can be connected to
each other or to a particular model," Chrysler spokesman Eric Mayne told ConsumerAffairs.
Some consumers have pointed to recalls of other Chrysler products in their search for a cause
and solution. On a CNET forum , a consumer who identified himself as an aircraft mechanic and
Jeep Grand Cherokee owner said he traced his Jeep's stalling problem and found that " the
outboard PCM cover screw was shorting out the circuit board. But it is an easy trick to try
before going to the dealer and having them throw expensive parts at your Jeep and seeing if
any of them stick," he said. You can find his detailed instructions online. There are plenty of
other online solutions offered by well-meaning shade tree mechanics. Some may work in some
cases but some may also make things worse. Chrysler's Mayne says it's impossible to pin down
a cause or offer a solution because of the large number of models and circumstances involved
in the complaints. Stalling, if it occurs, can have multiple causes beyond engine design. Mayne
said Chrysler recommends that consumers who have problems take their cars to a dealer. Of
course, this doesn't always produce the immediate results consumers would like. Mindy of
Brooklyn, N. It is very scary when this happens and I'm afraid for my life and my children," she
said. As Chrysler's Mayne notes, stalling can have any number of causes and, in an older car,
can be due to factors that may not be directly related to the car's design and manufacturing
process. Obviously, any consumer whose vehicle stalls regularly should try to get to the bottom
of the problem. Clogged fuel lines and injectors and fouled spark parks are often to blame,

especially in older cars, as are software and electronic problems. For cars that are out of
warranty, a highly-rated independant garage is often a good alternative to the dealer's service
department. ConsumerAffairs' founder and former editor, Jim Hood formerly headed Associated
Press Broadcast News, directing coverage of major news events worldwide. He also served as
Senior Vice President of United Press International and was the founder and editor of Zapnews,
a newswire service for radio and television. Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We
value your privacy. Unsubscribe easily. James R. Hood Founder and Editor. Scattered
complaints Chrysler's Mayne says it's impossible to pin down a cause or offer a solution
because of the large number of models and circumstances involved in the complaints. Zip code.
Share your comments. Get the news you need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free
weekly newsletter. My Grand Cherokee 4. I did a tune up.. The idle is still rough and now it stalls
suddenly. It has stalled while I was highway driving It doesn't seem to be the fuel pump as I can
hear it come on when I turn the key. Anyone have any ideas what it could be? Matt answered 9
years ago. If you can HEAR the fuel pump, then that might be the issue. Normally fuel pumps
get really noisy when they are beginning to fail. Due to clogged fuel filters the pump fails soon
after. Replace both or get the fuel pressure checked at the fuel rails on the engine. Other
possible issues could be crank sensor or intake MAF sensor. Wouldn't hurt to take some MAF
sensor cleaner to it and also clean out your throttle bottle. I think there is a idle control sensor
in the throttle body near the butterfly valve. Check that too. Thanks Matt. I changed out my
cranksaft postion sensor. I got the error code off the odometer and AutoZone said it was the
sensor. I just swapped it out so we'll see if it stalls again. If not I'll look into the fuel pump.
Thanks again. I'll let you know how it goes. I have had no more stalling or rough idling so I
guess it was the crankshaft sensor. Thanks again for the response Matt. Tom answered 7 years
ago. I had a similar problem with my ; finally solved with new fuel filter. Gabriel answered 5
years ago. Just so I understand, on a jeep Cherokee the fuel pressure regulator is inside the fuel
filter??? Ive the same problem.. Still stalls and no break and steering also freezes.. Its very
dangerous.. Sbody pls help. Can it be the mass sensor?? I have a jeep cherokee n it has a
rough idle n a miss. It starts up fine n sometimes the rpms well stay at rpms. I sometimes have
to turn the engine off n back on for the rpms to drop down to abt Then it wants to lug down
while im driving on the highway then it picks back up again. Meda answered 3 years ago. My
jeepnhas done this a few times. It ended uo being the relay sensor or the throttle positioning
sensor. Both are under 40 bucks and very easy to change. JeremyMN answered 3 years ago.
Previously I changed the O2 sensors and throttle positioning sensor on my to fix idle issues.
Should I replace fuel filter and fuel pump? I changed out the fuel pumps times in 2weeks
because I installed a fuel fil5er instead of a fuel pressure regulator. Price is different too. I
wasn't getting any pressure after the fuel filter but before the filter I was getting good reading. If
it's good, there will be no air coming out on return line. Hope it helps you out. I thought the fuel
pumps we're bad til I made this discovery. Now it runs like a gazelle. Guru5NJLR answered 3
years ago. What would cause my Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo to stall out on the freeway after
20 30 miles and then have rough idle until it cools off and it runs fine. Guru5GCBJ answered 3
years ago. My jeep grand Cherokee Laredo didn't start today the first time I tried to start it. It
started the second time. Any ideas. Its been idling rough. I just had started replaced and new
battery put in not too long ago. Hoping its not a fuel pump problem. Michael answered 3 years
ago. So i have had the same issue. First time was while stopped at a light and second time was
last night in my driveway maybe 30 seconds after I started it and put it in drive to pull into
garage. Michael answered 2 years ago. Evan03WJ do you have any error codes when it stalls or
engine light on? You can on my jeep at least turn the key to the on position 3 times without
turning the engine over accessory position before it cranks over and leave it there on the third
turn of key. It will display any error codes on your digital display where your miles are.
Evan03WJ answered 2 years ago. Hopefully this should work. I got that same error P the cam
sensor is easy to replace but the crank sensor is kinda of a pain. DO not get the cheaper one. I
tied a string around the old one when i pulled it out and attached it to the new one. GuruYSJ5D
answered 2 years ago. Jeep Cherokee kept stalling and just simply cutting out while I was
driving. It was super easy to install. Pure rip-off. Do it yourself and as I said, super easy to do.
Still was giving me the same issues. Read that it could be the Crank Shaft Position Sensor.
Better having them install as it's a bear to get to and simply easier for them at that price. Jeep
has been running awesome since changing out the part. Hope this helps. I have an 02 Grand
Cherokee with a 4. However, I also have a pressure regulator at the fuel rail! I bought this used
from a private party. I never heard of any vehicle using 2 fuel pressure regulators. Has anyone
ever saw or heard of this? Gerardo answered 2 years ago. Hi I got a jeep grand cherokee v8 4.
GuruV26QS answered 2 years ago. Try opening the gas tank cover and leaving it open for a few
minutes. I know this sounds rudimentary, but this seems to work every time this has happened

to my vehicle twice. I have a Grand Cherokee. Let me know if this is a quick fix for anyone else.
GuruV7HWJ answered 2 years ago. My Jeep Cherokee stared running with a rough idle and it
started to die on me stopping at red lights and stop signs had coils and harness changed out,
but now it is will still die, with no control of steering or brakes. Not for sure what to think, very
dangerest I don't feel comfortable driving it any more. The shop has drove it and it hasn't died
on them. Thanks for any info. Kevincrum answered 2 years ago. I upgraded my fuel injectors
and now it idle bad until it warms up I changed the map and throttle position sensor and still
know luck GuruVNV1T answered 2 years ago. Did you ever figure it out mine does same thing I
put it in neutral going down interstate at 70 all lights go out and recrank to reset the computer
runs fine a little ways then over and over and over the cops are going to end up righting me a
ticket Don't ever by another JEEP cherokee02 model. Andrew answered 2 years ago. Does idle
speed fluctuate significantly? Have you tried the idle air control valve? Jyaggy answered about
a year ago. Hey guys I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee limited 4. Anyone know what else it could
be? Always starts up fine and has no issues other than low idling and stalling when I come to a
stop. RazorBlade76 answered about a year ago. I have the same problem with mine, GCherokee
4. Very irritating. Please assist. I also had the same problem. Found a leaking vacuum hose.
Fixed it and it stopped shaking and wanting to die on me. I'm sure many of you still have this
problem and its quite the nasty one at that. Heres what I did. NO luck. I get a scanner and watch
all the sensors in particular the O2s. All looks normal then all the sudden both O2s go lean, the
engine start running like crap and or stalls. If it stays running it cycles through this rough idle
period for about a minute then smooths out for about 40 seconds then repeats almost like clock
work. So I waltz on down to my local Dodge dealer and ask to speak to their head master
mechanic guru and explained I know how to speak mechanic IE open loop closed loop all that
jazz above. Basically he said the drive train mechanicals are bullet proof even at k if maintained
but the PCU is garbage. He explained further that there is no logical reason for the PCU to go
haywire like that, it just isnt a sensor but rather the PCU itself. Basically what I'm getting at here
is dont blow hundreds of dollars on sensors. Just do the process of elimination like I did and if
that doesnt work get a dollar scanner that can scan ALL the systems. GuruK5W93 answered
about a year ago. I've had the same issue except mine idles rough and nearly stalls while in
park. If I touch the gas pedal it will bog down and nearly die out once I release the pedal it idles
back up. It now barely will stay running at idle. Crecencio1 answered about a year ago. So I have
a Jeep Grand Cherokee limited with the 4. GuruP7BHC answered about a year ago. I've got a 04
jeep grand Cherokee that Randomly dies. I've put a new Thermostat in it fixed it for a few days
then did it again. So i put a new coolant temperature sensor on it. Fixed it a few days no it acts
like its not getting fuel. So i switched the windshield wiper relay with the fuel pump relay. Agin
fixed it for a few days. The fan wont kick on high unless the coolant temperature sensor is
unpluged. If its plugged in the fan wont kick on at all. An help would be great. N84ever answered
about a year ago. If replacing the plugs coil rail map mafia 02 sensors fail like my issue did
Check your valve ground and battery. My battery read fine but I cleaned replace and just went
mental on it all lmao. But this seems to be a common problem with any ECM operated car which
is most. The Mopar ground straps are crap. And my battery was not very old either but it worked
like a charm. Miles02ool2 answered 11 months ago. Check small wiring harness behind breather
that is bolted to intake manifold. Excessive heat from engine melted wires together causing my
problems. Separated and rewired, problem solved. Good luck. David answered 6 months ago.
Try the cheap fix first which is fuel filter because the fuel pressure regulator is in the filter then I
would think crank sensor. Second Story answered 5 months ago. Running poorly stalling at
stops and lights. Oil pressure would spike up then drop suddenly. Had camshaft sensor
change, replaced oil place sensor and cleaned all ground wires. Nothing worked until I changed
mechanics and they suggested the coil pack be changed. Voila - runs like a new machine. Chris
answered 3 months ago. I have a jeep grand Cherokee laredo 4wd with the 3. It started but ran
rough, wouldnt idle kept wanting to die. I hooked it up to a diagnostic computer and it read
multiple misfire, cylinder 5 misfire, crank shaft sensor. I then changed all 6 spark plugs, all 6
ignition coils and the crank shaft sensor. Programmed the computer to relearn all 3. No
difference. I replaced the fuel pump and regulator this past week along with the injectors. The
only two other things I can think of is possibly the cam sensor or the throttle body itself. Any
suggestions? Really hoping it didnt jump time. ChicagoHagop answered 3 months ago. I've
seen many responses on this topic, yet there is no definitive approach or resolution. I'd like to
post my scenario and some background, hopefully to toggle that one DIY'ers brain and get an
idea of next steps. I have a Grand Cherokee 4. My problem started about 1. Started it back up,
no problems and went on my merry way. The next several weeks this got more frequent. As the
temps in Chicago dropped, I found it harder and harder to start my car in the mornings. And
when the engine does start turning over, it rough-idles for a few seconds, then sputters and

dies. I wait a minute, restart, it rough idles for a minute, then sputters. After a few attempts, the
car will start up and remain on, but still rough idles. I'll shut it off, and back on a few times, and
the rough-idling get's less and less. Eventually, the car starts to act and sound normal. Now the
main rub here is the following: This is not an issue in the summer time, only the winter! Here's
what my buddy and I have done so far, in order: 1. Replaced Fuel Filter and regulator one piece
from Napa 2. Replace spark plugs with Champion Double from Napa with. Replaced Camshaft
Position Sensor and Synchronizer from Advanced Auto followed instructions to get engine at
Top-Dead-Center by handcranking and aligned synchronizer to appropriate position before
installing There's another piece I replaced last year, just can't remember which one it was. So as
you can see, I'm at a loss here. This shouldn't be rocket math, it's a Jeep for Christ sake.
Anyone have these symptoms and tried the efforts I have, with a different path to try next? Dee
answered 2 months ago. Unplug socket. If open, will not show anything. It's a problem that will
not allow the PCM to operate properly. The idle is still rough and now i So today on my lunch
break i drove 2 maybe 3 miles then parked for 30min to eat lunch, i left the car running all the
way for 30min. Check engine lite on o2sensor. Been ok for miles. Reset pcm,lite out,ran good 50
miles and started all over. Done this few times to get around. Shop says no c Got gas at a
marathon station, which I usually don't do, and then drove about 20 miles to school with no
problems. After sitting in the parking lot ideling for about 20 mins it started to rough idl I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Stalling and rough idle problem. Report Follow.
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep
Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Jeep Grand Cherokee Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. The most challenging part of diagnosing a stalling
problem is reproducing the conditions that led to the stall in the first place. Stalls can happen at
any time, and it can be incredibly jarring when it does happen. Before troubleshooting any
automotive issue, including stalling issues with the Cherokee, make sure that you check the
vehicles trouble codes with an OBD2 scanner. Without them, you are in the dark. These codes
are vital to diagnosis. They are often specific enough to get you all the way to the problem, or
pretty darn near. Here are some of the issues that cause the Cherokee to stall out. Remember, a
vehicle needs air, fuel, and spark to run. Fuel issues are one of the most common reasons that a
vehicle would stall out, that includes your Jeep Cherokee. Here are some of the more common
causes of an engine timing problem:. The ECU then uses this information to adjust the timing,
air fuel mixture, and more. When one of them goes wrong, it can lead to stalling for sure. There
are many other sensors that can cause your Cherokee to stall. These were just some of the
most common ones. A dirty throttle body can lead to stalling in your Cherokee. If you let off of
the gas coming to a stoplight and it stalls for a second or two and recovers itself, it very well
could be a dirty throttle body that is causing the problem. A dirty throttle body may not trigger
the check engine light. So, if your stalling happens when coming to a stop, and the check
engine light is on, it may be worth taking a look at it. What this locking does is provide a true
mechanical connection from the engine to the wheels. This eliminates some driveline power
loss and improves fuel mileage. If there is almost no oil left at all, the engine could be on its way
to locking up. As you can see above, there are many different reasons that your Cherokee could
be stalling. Please, please have your trouble codes read if there is a check engine light on at all.
It can really help narrow down what you need to do. If there is anything that you would like to
add, please drop a comment. Good luck! Fuel Fuel issues are one of the most common reasons
that a vehicle would stall out, that includes your Jeep Cherokee. Bad gas- can cause an engine
to stall out. Water in the gas tank can also cause gas to not fire properly. If there were no other
symptoms and suddenly you find that the vehicle is running very rough, bad gas could certainly
be the problem. Or, it just may not be able to properly atomize the fuel anymore. When it asks
for a lot of fuel, instead of taking off, it stalls out with the demand. This can be caused by the
fuel pump or fuel filter. This is often the cause of the stalling. If that happens you are going to
go from misfire to un-drivable. This sensor is responsible for telling the engine how much air
and fuel to allow in. It is very rare these days to be actually directly controlling the amount of
fuel and air entering the engine directly. These days the computer handles all of that. This
serves two purposes. The first is that by limiting the amount of torque when you push the gas
pedal for a second or two, engine life is increased by reducing the stress on it during takeoff.
The second is improved fuel economy. If one of them has gone bad , then it could lead to
stalling. Dirty Throttle Body A dirty throttle body can lead to stalling in your Cherokee. Oil
Consumption If there is almost no oil left at all, the engine could be on its way to locking up.

Owners of to Jeep Grand Cherokees and Dodge Durango began complaining as early as about
an extremely dangerous tendency by their vehicles to spontaneously shut off or not start.
Vehicle owners complained, particular while making turns, that their Grand Cherokees and
Durangos would suddenly turn off, resulting in a loss of power and difficulty controlling the
vehicle. Also, Grand Cherokees and Durango owners found that their vehicles would
intermittently not start. Therefore, countless Grand Cherokee and Durango owners continued to
suffer through frustrating and dangerous no-starts and vehicle stalls. In the interim, these
owners remain at the mercy of a defect which many have likened to the vehicle being
possessed and uncontrollable. An intermittent or failed fuel pump relay could cause the engine
to stall while driving and cause a crash without warning. Incredibly, owners of vehicles, which
were equipped with the same TIPM and suffered from the same dangerous defect, did not
receive a recall. What is worse, even after P54 was applied to their vehicles, many Grand
Cherokee and Durango owners continued to suffer from vehicle stalls and no-starts. No
explanation was given as to why FCA waited over 2-years to implement this fix as a recall. What
is worse, vehicle owners continued to suffer through vehicle stalls and no-starts even after the
recall was applied to their vehicles. Only very recently did FCA acknowledge what its customers
have known all along: that the half-measures prescribed by the Star Case, Recall P54, and
Recall R09 were insufficient to adequately address the stalling concern. The vehicle population
was determined to be all vehicles that are included for NHTSA Recalls [P54] and [R09], including
all remedied and unremedied vehiclesâ€¦ The total affected vehicles for this model is , Skip to
content. Website developed in accordance with Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2. If you
encounter any issues while using this site, please contact us: Rosenstein Sepehr Daghighian
Brian T. Murray James P. Martinez Erik K. Schmitt Lauren C. Check the string for the same
problem on the model, especially 6 by jhartgc. Lots of helpful info there. I had the same problem
on my '98, tried all the usual fixes, crankshaft positioning sensor, ignition coil, etc. When it
started to hiccup and occasionally stall again, as well as retightening the bracket, I also blew
the connectors clean with compressed air and sprayed them with WD Then I found a more
permanent solution by blowing my head gasket, so it's off to the junk yard and no more stalling
problem! The car would stall while driving. Two times the car had terrible backfire and blew up
two exhaust systems. Spent thousands trying to get problem fixed, including re-flashing the
computer. I eventually found dyingjeep. I purchased washers and longer screws to mount the
PCM so it wouldn't short out. Also used large tie strips to hold in place. Fixed the problem
immediately and have been using the car for over a year with no issues. My Jeep Grand
Cherokee has been nothing but a pain in my ass. I will start by saying death trap. The gauges
are having a spaz attack. All the idiot lights are flashing. This jeep was trying to end my life.
Nice, right? Moving on Now after cleaning my drawers and telling myself just drive like your
miss daisy, I headed for home. Now really for like a week, nothing. It was like "who did I piss
off". Weeks after Jeep just dies on the way to store. Great thing for me. Its 30 miles hour. Now
Jeep don't start. It is the engine running rough. Well if there's more like me, that own a heaping
pile called a Jeep, we need to band together and make our voices heard. Are lives are worth
that? So yes, I did fix Chryslers heaping pile, because it was my only transportation. So here's
what I can tell you if your Jeep is running rough or just quits running while your driving. You
need to pull all three connectors out of your Jeeps computer, that is located on the left side
passengers side and replug them and restart Jeep. Let run and computer reprogram also really
important. If still runs the same the connectors you're plugging back in are crap and wiring
harness may have a break in it. Do one step at a time. Also you can repair wiring harness but its
takes time and patients you can also get one from a scrap yard just check it out before putting it
in your Jeep. Now get rid of it. The car stalled while driving on the freeway. It just "shut off". It
was very frightening. I was on the N near downtown Los Angeles. I took it to the dealer in Santa
Monica, they couldn't find a problem. It did this in Oct. The car just shut off while I was driving
on the freeway! Took it to the dealer La Brea Jeep , and again, the dealer did not find the
problem. He changed the computer box, but it still stalled out while driving. The car is
dangerous and I can't find anyone who can find the "problem". Why is my car shutting off when
I drive? I'm scared. Update from Jul 18, : The car had a strong smell of gas each time coming
from outside of the car. I guess I have this car about a year and half and In the beginning it was
a reliable vehicle that had minor cosmetic problems, really wasn't a problem. Until the day I was
driving home from work and the car was in motion and it just stalled while making a turn on my
street and would not turn over,. I had to get someone to push the car in front of my door. I had
several mechanics assume it was the sensors to the crank and cam sensor, which was changed
then a new coil was installed, followed by an ignition switch check that was still good, to getting
a new programmed ECM put in. To get no turn over in the engine trying to start, but then he
came with a computer that read it's the sensor again. We changed the sensor that was located

in the distributor. It started up. Every male in the family said it sounded like the valves were
tapping then a friend got in touch with another mechanic that says it could be electrical because
when he move the wiring around the distributor it's making different sounds as well. So my
question is simple - has anyone came across a recall that has these issues? Or have you solved
this adventure I seem to be taking? If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Find a good
Jeep mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service
from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. But the problem could possibly be related to the increasingly
defective 9-speed transmission which suffers from hard shifts, lurching problems, and a wiring
harness defect that can cause sudden shutdowns or an unexpected shift into neutral. Dealers
will re-flash the transmission controller with a new calibration. This had already happen to me in
August , the engine just shut off while driving. Thankful I was going slow and in a remote area.
Dealer fixed the issue, or so I thought. This time it did not completely shut off, it sputtered,
coughed and kept running. However it happens yet again I'll file another separate complaint for
the third time. I bought a new Jeep Cherokee and it now has miles on it and all of a sudden it
starts stalling while driving. I was crossing a major highway and it stalled and I was almost hit
by 18 wheelers. I was driving it the next day and it stalled on a train track again could have
ended badly. Took it to dealership and they said it was because it needed an oil change but oil
change was not due until 10 thousand miles apparently mileage doesn't matter. From my
understanding Chrysler is aware but there is not a repair for this issue. I'm afraid someone will
have to die before Chrysler will figure it out or do a recall. I'm scared to drive my car that I'm
paying a lot of money for. I'm really thinking on getting an attorney on this matter. When driving
it just stalls for no reason. It has done it I know 15 times. This problem occurs almost everytime
you start the Jeep and try to drive. It will let me drive about a quarter of a mile and then the
vehicle will die and lose power steering. After putting it back in park and letting it sit for a few
minutes it will usually restart but it takes about seconds for it to start. I have miles on the car
and it is currently back at the dealer for the second time this month to try and pinpoint the
issue. Definitely, a safety hazard as it has stalled twice in the middle of intersections, once
almost causing an accident with my wife and two year old in the car. Hopefully, they rectify the
issue on this visit or we will be getting rid of the car and steering clear of Jeep from here on out.
I want people notified of this issue before someone is killed. This is scary.. Chrysler needs to
address this and take them off the sales floor, but they won't for fear of losing all the car sales!!!
I have a Jeep Cherokee with miles on it. I am leasing it brand new. I bought it on July On
Monday, Sept 10, I was driving home from work and going about 45 miles per hours, suddenly
the car went from 45 mph to 0 mph in a matter of seconds, I lost control of the power steering
and power brakes and it stalled It w as frightening. I put it in park, turned it off, tried starting it
again, turned it off again, waited a few minutes, start it again and it started up. I called the
husband to see if I should try to head home in it or call Uber. We decided I was close enough to
home to try again. It happened two more times on the way home. Absolutely terrifying to be
driving and have it completely shut down mid drive. I had a car going about 45 behind me
swerve into another lane to avoid smashing into me. I called the dealer as soon as I got home
and they suggested I drive it in right away. Of course, I did not drive it, but called Roadside
Assistance. My first question to the dealer was, "Is this a known problem? This was Monday at
pm. I heard nothing, not one call from them, until Thursday at pm. They called and said they
could not replicate the problem, they checked everything and drove it 20 miles, and the car
seemed great. I told them I do not want the car back, it is a life threatening issue and I do not
feel comfortable driving it, especially on a freeway I can't even imagine stalling on a freeway in
the middle of the road , and that I will keep the rental car they gave me until they figure out what
to do. I also informed them that if they do a simple google search on Jeep Cherokee stall while
driving they will find page after page of this issue with the dealer not knowing how to fix it. They
said they would probably file an work order with Chrysler and have an executive come and
check it for the problem. I do see many other recalls on older Chrysler brands where the car
does this, but they said this recall is not on the Jeep Cherokee or my vin. I do not want to drive
the car. I am scared to death I will harm someone or myself. It is unsafe, however, everything I
am forced to take the car back in a few days and bring it back in when it happens again.
Needless to say I've gotten a lot of "I told you so's". We bought June 2nd I drove straight to
Nashville TN and noticed it kind of stalled when driving. Kind of like the gas doesn't feed to the
transmission well. A few weeks later it died while driving. Luckily I was stopping at a stoplight.
The last time I was going MPH and had to put it in park to turn it back on. Slmost getting rear
ended. I have complained to my dealership numerous times as well as Chrysler themselves. At
one point Joseph Chrysler told me they couldn't try to replicate the issue because it was unsafe

for them to drive. Here we are almost 4 weeks later from the 4th time having it in the shop and
they're now telling me I have to take my Jeep back, even after expressing my fear of driving and
it stalling while I have my kids in the car with me. It is very frustrating and super upsetting since
this was my first new vehicle I've ever bought. When expressing my fears and worries they just
tell me there is nothing wrong with my Jeep. It's been in the shop a total of 4 times and died a
total of 5. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Jeep dealer. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 5 reports Get free help with your lemon! Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has
added a helpful site for this Cherokee problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Jeep mechanic
Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk.
Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October edited September in Jeep. My 95 grand
cherokee starts fine until the weather starts to turn cold below 52 degrees, then when you try to
start it it turns over but stalls right off , it sound like the gas is being shut off, after sometimes
10 or better tries it finally starts like it never had a problem at all, and after it does start the jeep
will start fine for the rest of the day. My son is a tech at a jeep dealership and say's it is the first
like this he has run into, he has tried many different things to try to correct this problem, but it
is still happening , has anyone run into this problem?? August I have a 4. In the morning when I
crank, it sounds like it barely is staying on. The idle is very rough. When I put in drive, it "miss
fires" for a second or two then takes off. At stop lights, etc. What could be the problem? I've
read on here, possibly IAC, fuel pump, spark plugs. I don't want a new car, just some reassured
confidence. September Does it smooth out the instant you depress the accelerator? Meaning, if
you lightly rev the engine to 1,rpms, does the engine run smoothly? If that's the case, then yes
the IAC is a primary suspect. Does the check engine light come on? If so, what codes are being
returned? You can take it to AutoZone and they will read the codes for you. If the problem ONLY
happens at idle, then I would rule out the fuel pump and spark plugs, at least just from what
you've told me. October My dad has a 94 5. It turned out that his EGR valve was bad, rather, the
plastic valve was melted completely. Dramatic results!! November I have problem with my 5. I've
replaced the fuel filter; fuel pump; crankshaft position sensor; camshaft position sensor and
PCM with zero luck. The check engine light went out after replacing all of the above, the
camshaft position sensor was last, and all error codes cleared, however, it is still hard to start
and stalls. I didn't see a response to the question about if the engine smooths out under
acceleration. A vacuum leak will cause stalling and rough running, but not when you are giving
it the gas. Another thought. If very slight pressure on the gas pedal when stopped smooths
things out, you may not be getting enough air. Check the PCV orifice to make sure it is clear and
you can also adjust the throttle body plate to stay open a little more when your foot is off the
gas. I am having a similar problem, 96 Grand Cherokee, 6cyl, idles slow, and lopes. No vacum
leaks, when I touch the accelator its smooths out. Could this be the IAC, no check engine light.
Checked the CCV valve, plenty of suction, and cleaned. I am at a loss.. Possibly the fuel filter??
My 96 grand cherokee is doing similar. Idles slow, lopes, checked, no vaccum leaks, CCV valve
is clear, and hose has good suction. Does smooth out when I press the accelator and bring it
above rpms. However, no check engine light. Is this the IAC or possibly the fuel filter.. Its
driving me crazy. I have a Grand Cherokee 5. It has a problem running. You can be driving down
the road and let your foot off the game and the jeep will just shut right off. If you say pull into a
parking spot and let your foot off the gas it will shut off. Sometimes you can't even go out there
and turn it on and have it stay running unless you keep your foot on the gas. I have heard stuff
about the Idle Air Control Valve or anything that has to deal with the vehicle ideling. Any
suggestions? I don't understand that becuase when i pulled it in there it shut off while it was
still in drive. Needless to say that was a waste of money. So anyone have any ideas on why it
may just want to shut off. For everyone having stall problems with JGC's I can't speak to pre
vehicles I may have something of interest. Our 96 JGC suffered just as described in the various
above posts. Everytime one came to a stop, it stalled out. I finally decided to measure and
inspect the electrical system using my electronics laboratory test gear not automotive
diagnostics equipment , because I design electronics for a living. I found that we had a "hard" i.
I put in a brand new battery, bingo! And heaven forbid that the great big software company
should soon succeed in implanting Windows into our vehicles!!! Well, i replaced the IAC valve
today and so far not a single problem. My Jeep stays running and hasn't shut off so far. I will
get a new battery anywaz to see if that helps anymore. If you happen to change the IAC
remember to disconnect the battery before you do this. I guess it is like a computer, you have to
restart it to find new hardware. I talked to some people who have just pluged it up after taking

the old one out with the same problems. I will let you know on the battery thing though. I had a
good mechanic put a 4. He said it wouldn't start and he thought the problem was the ECU. He
installed an ECU and the Jeep ran fine for about miles. Then it would start one day but not the
next. When it doesn't start, there is no spark. It runs great but I never know when it may not
start up. Well I replaced the battery in my Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited Inline 6 motor today and
it starts up but the Check Engine light still comes on right away?? Engine runs smooth, I don't
get it?? Infinity radio comes on but no sound and everytime I turn the brights on and off the
Security light clicks and blinks once?? I keep reading about this problem I have low idle. I also
change my fuel filter when I change my distributor cap I find out it was a big crack on it any way
after all this the low idle and erratic continues. I have a jgc and the dealer couldn't figure out the
problem. I found some where online that it could be the tps throttle position sensor so I
changed it which took about 5 minutes and it fixed the problem completely! December I have a
95 Grand Cherokee and had a similar problem. While I am driving the engine suddenly shuts off.
It usually happened when I stopped at a red light or when I pulled into a parking lot. I could only
drive on if I left my foot permanently on the gas pedal. Since it only happened once in a while
and never at the dealership the mechanics couldn't find anything. I decided to replace the pcv
valve because that only cost me a couple dollars and is easy to do. Since that day the problem
never occurred again! All, I have the SAME issue regarding the idle problem: vehicle will not
idle, I have to pop it into Neutral to keep it from stalling out. It is fine once I drive it for a distance
not sure exactly how far it takes, never compared without stopping. All the above postings
really helped with diagnosing. Used to work, but that barely works anymore. Then started that
idle issue, which went from a very few instances, to about every time I drive now. Any
thoughts?? I have a JGC 5. My 97 JGC will start up and then bog down and then it will just fire
up this is the first time this has happend and i was wondering if there was any solutions?
January Ok, here goes, I cured this problem, after changing the IAC, no help, I checked the
Throttle Position Sensor, it was bad, changed it and problem is now cured!!!!!! I am
experiencing exact same problem with my GC. Any ideas how to fix this? I have owned this car
since and no problems of this type until now. Lydiam99, Did you ever get that problem fixed?
The lights on the dashboard have been dimming for some time now, and the engine has started
to die when I take my foot off the gas. I'm hesitant to take it to a dealer since the problem
doesn't always happen. It would be my luck that it would malfunction all the way to the dealer
and then when the dealer checked it out it would be fine. Any help that you could offer would be
greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance. Suggestion, get the Hayes Repair Manual, it is a big
help Good luck. Thank you very much. I'll give it a try. February Hi, I too have a '98 JGC with the
dimming light problem and the stuttering of power. Did you get the problem fixed? If you don't
mind, I like to hear whatyou did. Was it spendy? Thanks for your time, :sick: Trelliswest. I
haven't had the time to try this yet. When I do, I'll let you know. Hey all.. I bought a used ECM
and replaced it and the Jeep worked fine.. Sometimes it starts back up.. But oddly my km's to
service reset to km's.. Fortunately most are more easily remedied than your old Brit-mobile.
Cleaning them with contact cleaner non-solvent base! Sometimes a ground jumper wire around
a bad connector is enough to fix a particular issue - depends on the circuit affected. For the
Jeeps made since AMC got out of the game - ground cables are known issues. You can contact
me in this thread or on my email form at my website: Another Freakin' Jeep Cherokee Website.
Everything you describe isn't just random, nor we hope Common to all these things is the
electrical system and bad ground cables are VERY common - especially the braided garbage
cable from the engine to the firewall. There is also a electrical feed plug on the firewall than can,
on occassion, give problems. It's low on the list of suspects but the vast majority of electrical
connections to the interior run though it. If you have a straight drive - make sure there hasn't
been any leakage of fluid from the clutch master cylinder down the inside beneath your dash
onto the fuse panel, or any electrical connectors. Yes, please post back! It's a cheap fix of a
common item that causes a LOT of wierd behavior on these vehicles. No worries - Open the
hood. Look on the firewall near the engine on the driver-side. There should be a flat, braided
steel cable bolted there that runs from that point over to the rear of the engine's head. If that's
gone then you should see the bolt hole there, perhaps with the bolt still there. Metric size, I
think. You can just run the new cable from that point and bolt it to the back of the engine or
head. Not on the manifold or valve cover bolts - those are not good ground points either. I think
I have a schematic on my site of the engine bay. Yes, I have the schematic. Wasn't posted on
my site but I'm editing the files right now. I'll do that as an edit for the article I'm getting ready to
post to my site in a few days but the schematic should help you find it. On older 4. Holds the
dipstick that you use to check oil. It's bolted to the passenger side of the block. The bolt that
holds it in place to the block should have a wire grounded to it. Make sure your new cable is
long enough to go from there to the firewall bolt. To begin: Engine end: You can bolt your new

cable to the dipstick tube bolt, or any other available bolt - but for simplicity - let's assume you
choose that one. Don't overdo it but get it tight. Firewall end: Standing in front of your Jeep,
facing the windshield Look for a bolt on the firewall, about 8" to the right of center and near the
upper side of the firewall. It should be a black wire with a metal connector on the end being held
down by a bolt. Once you see it, just remove that bolt. The OEM ground wire will likely come off
with it - no problem. Install your new ground cable beneath the OEM ground wire and reinstall
the bolt. I'll have those diagrams up in a few minutes for you and post the URL here. I'll try to
post pics to this same page in a few days. Here's a link to the ground strap diagrams. Glad to
help! Just hoping that this is the source of your problems - the symptoms fit but I've been
wrong before. Forgot to mention but I highlighted the areas to look for in yellow on the
diagrams. Your Grand Cherokee's engine is a newer version of the one in my standard XJ model
Cherokee but we can treat it the same for this problem. Or I may be all wet and yours will have
the same standard black insulated wire as mine! Either way - this ground wire causes so many
erratic issues that drive people nuts it isn't funny. Should have been a factory recall item for
correction. Evidently, your OEM ground strap has been removed when the engine was worked
on. It may even be hanging down behind the motor and still connected to the harness so do a
quick check for that. I've also seen them just ripped off and left hanging torn by mechanics who
think the motor mounts will ground the motor properly. A link to mail me is on every tech page.
Feel free to access my mail form Members can access your email address right here if you set
your email address to "visible" in your user profile. You can also use your CarSpace. Thanks for
the heads up on CarSpace - actually I hide it deliberately to help reduce spam. Doesn't stop the
spam problem but does extend the time between address changes. Ok, dipstick end is correct it had the harness grounds there. It may be there BUT when I personally helped someone with a
Grand fix this I recall the cable ran to the driver side of the firewall. Again - that Grand had a
factory installed flat, braided ground strap. Is there a threaded hole in the location I described?
Or an empty one nearby that looks like it may had a bolt in it at one time? If you used a bolt that
had a painted area beneath it - you should ensure that there is good metal to metal contact. We
don't want to sand off all the paint Was there any change in the other symptoms? Idle issues
with these engines area also common - usually vacuum leaks etc You can get a free code scan
at your local AutoZone. Sign In or Register to comment. The affected SUVs come from the
model years and were part of a previous recall. The issue affects just shy of , vehicles around
the world, but , are from the US market -- the vast majority. The problem resides in the fuel
pump, which could have silicon deposits and create a bad contact point for the relays. This
could create a poor electrical connection and lead to the the Durango or Grand Cherokee
chevy s10 dropped
24 volt diagram trolling motor wiring
toyota oil pump replacement
not starting or stalling. The relays may have already been replaced if owners took their vehicles
in for the previous recall surrounding the issue, yet, it appears FCA dealers are reporting back
that the fix didn't do the trick in some cases. FCA didn't detail the next step in the recall fix, but
whatever it is, owners of affected models will have the work performed free of charge. No word
on when the recall campaign will begin, but the automaker will notify owners when they'll be
able to scheduled service. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments
that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at
any time at our discretion. Nearly , Jeep Grand Cherokee, Dodge Durango models recalled for
stalling concerns The affected SUVs come from the model years and were part of a previous
recall. Sean Szymkowski. Enlarge Image. Jeep Grand Cherokee stays the course for See all
photos. Now playing: Watch this: Dodge Durango Limited.

